REBUTTAL TO ARGUMENT AGAINST PROPOSITION 27

Vote YES for PERMANENT SOLUTIONS for Homelessness, Mental Health, and Addiction.

Opponents of Prop. 27 are wrong. Here are the facts:

STATE WATCHDOG: ONLY PROP. 27 PROVIDES PERMANENT SOLUTIONS FOR HOMELESSNESS
For the first time in state history, local communities will receive yearly funding to create permanent solutions for homelessness. The state’s independent budget watchdog found only Prop. 27 will generate hundreds of millions of dollars each year to address homelessness, mental health, and addiction. Prop. 27’s funding must be spent on creating housing and providing services like mental health and addiction treatment.

PROP. 27 CONTAINS STRICT REQUIREMENTS TO PROTECT MINORS
Prop. 27 is the only proposition requiring background checks and state of the art technology to protect minors and ensure they can’t place bets. 23 states have safely legalized online sports betting, proving you can do so responsibly while generating significant state funding.

PROP. 27 IS THE ONLY INITIATIVE THAT HELPS DISADVANTAGED TRIBES
Tribes support Prop. 27 because every Tribe will benefit. Prop. 27 is the only proposition that dedicates funding to economically disadvantaged Tribes – more than doubling the amount of funding these smaller Tribes receive each year.

PROP. 27 REQUIRES YEARLY AUDITS & STRICT SAFETY OVERSIGHT

SUBJECT TO COURT ORDERED CHANGES
REBUTTAL TO ARGUMENT
AGAINST PROPOSITION 27

Proposition 27 requires yearly audits and strict oversight to ensure funding is spent effectively.

Under Prop. 27, the Attorney General will tightly regulate sports betting to ensure safe and responsible gaming.

Join California Tribes, leaders in homelessness and mental health care, social workers, faith leaders, and civil rights groups - VOTE YES on Prop 27.

YesToProp27.com

GLORIA BAXTER, Mental health non-profit leader

PHILLIP GOMEZ, Chairman, Big Valley Band of Pomo Indians of the Big Valley Rancheria, California

LEO SISCO, Chairman, Santa Rosa Rancheria Tachi Yokut Tribe